
SOCIAL VALUE MODEL &
CALCULATOR (SVC)

Accurate, consistent, credible. Automated tracking of
social value (community savings) generated by sites. This

model plugs into the operator's member management
system, risk profiling individual members, and summing

up and benchmarking overall values. The same model
aligns to options analysed by the IPM and MVM.

 
- KPMG: Social Value & Benefits Research Partner

(following recent modelling for Sport Australia).

activeCAMPAIGNS 
intelligent marketing
Right person, right message, right time.
 
1) Reduced cost of member acquisition: using the
unmet demand from the IPM, we acquire optimal
channels and direct marketing contact data from our
partner Experian (with group-buy discounts for all
operators), and build optimised social media audiences.
Then we track which types of incentives are most
effective, all in order to reduce cost of lead generation to
below $12 for every partner.
 
2) Retention - increased member lifetime value:
predictive (member cancellation) model, triggering of
targeted messaging, and tracking outcomes pan-operator
of what works to improve all partner’s effectiveness at
increasing member lifetime values. This includes using
key insight from the MVM related to the site offer.

THE ONLINE SPORTSEYE PLATFORM IS POWERED BY 4 PREDICTIVE MODELS,
SUPPORTING ALL PARTNERS TO REACH FURTHER 

 
PINPOINT GROWTH - OPTIMISE THE OFFER - TARGET MARKET - EVIDENCE IMPACTS

INVESTMENT PLANNING
MODEL (IPM) 
Pinpointing growth potential. Using data from over
2 million member records from across the SportsEye
eco-system, we predict the number of members and
visits generated by leisure, aquatic, sport and fitness
facilities. This enables our data science team to:
 
1) Review investment options (including new sites)
2) Understand relative under/over performance
3) Identify areas of 'unmet demand' - residents with a
high propensity to use your site when accounting for
competition (who, where and what to offer)

MEMBER VALUE MODEL (MVM)
Answering 'the so what next' operational question. For
existing sites we identify from a long list of possible facility

investment, timetable programming, pricing, and
operational changes which will make the most impact on:

 
1) Your current membership profile (member lifetime value) 

2) Unmet demand in the area (identified by the IPM)
 

Recommendations are drawn from up to date market
intelligence, and are provided and maintained through a
series of site 'Scorecards'. The activeCAMPAIGNS service

then ensures the relevant customer knows about the offer. 

ActiveXchange puts a data science team, similar to that which the national supermarket chains
use, behind any operator, no matter their size. The above models all effectively interlink, helping

partners to coordinate decisions and interventions between departments. Each partner has a
dedicated online SportsEye account to access intelligence and track returns.

Creating a clear line of sight on the likely outcomes and value of change. 
Creating more active and healthy communities.

See our operator overview video at www.ActiveXchange.org

intelligence@ActiveXchange.org

SPORTSEYE
The confidence to change

Facility Operator Business Intelligence Partnerships

95% avg
accuracy

93% avg
accuracy

Over 300 ANZ venues are now benefitting from being part of the SportsEye network
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